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Zirconium and its alloys are important elements of the nuclear power reactors core. In addition, zirconium has 
a low neutron capture cross section and good corrosion resistance [1]. However, zirconium parts of reactors are exposed 
to hydrogenation during operation and hydrogen embrittlement can be destructed. Metal surface is important factor for 
hydrogen penetration process. For example, surface modification [2] or barrier coatings deposition [3] can prevent 
hydrogen penetration. However, hydrogen sorption rate should be increased in some cases and coatings of nickel or 
palladium can be used for it. Nickel has high physical adsorption and chemical activity relative to hydrogen, as well as 
high permeability for hydrogen [4]. Temperature and hydrogen pressure considerably influence the hydrogen sorption 
rate. Thus, there is the problem of determining the effect of pre-treatment of the material and the method of 
hydrogenation parameters on the features of interaction of hydrogen with the alloys. Determination of activation energy 
of hydrogen sorption before and after coating deposition or surface modification will not only compare different 
methods of modification, but also provide additional information, which can be used for modeling of hydrogen sorption 
processes. The objective of this study is to develop methodology for calculating the energy of activation of hydrogen 
sorption in zirconium alloys with different surface states. 
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Lightning energy, basing on the capture and accumulation of lightning, is still in its infancy. The main 
problems of lightning energy are mobility of storm fronts and speed of atmospheric electrical discharges, impeding 
accumulation of energy. 
Advantages of the atmospheric power are as follows: 
 Land and ionospheric supercapacitor constantly recharges using renewable energy sources - solar and 
radioactive elements of the earth's crust; 
 Atmospheric power plant doesn’t release pollution into the environment; 
